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wines - australia
Capel Vale was established in 1974 by Dr Peter and Elizabeth Pratten, on a site on the Capel River between Busselton and Bunbury, known as ‘Stirling Estate’. It was one of the first vineyards to be planted in southwestern Australia.

Dr Pratten soon observed that the soils of the Capel area were best suited to Chardonnay and Merlot and it became his passion to determine the best region in South Western Australia for each of the main premium grape varieties. The first to explore the advantages of multi-region planting in W.A., he developed prime vineyard sites in Pemberton, Mt Barker and Margaret River.

All fruit for Capel Vale’s premium labels is grown on these family-owned vineyards.

Capel Vale has grown progressively during its 40 years of history, and has enjoyed great stability of management, consistency of product and long-term commitment to quality.
SAUVIGNON BLANC SEMILLON

AROMA
Lifted lemon / lime citrus and tropical aromas.

PALATE
This classic blend finds true expression in the cool South Western Australian climate with a full, balanced palate, and a long crisp finish. Palest straw colour, fresh and youthful. Green notes of asparagus and canned peas - herbaceous rather than fruited. A subtle dose of sugar on the palate affords it charm.

GRAPE
70% Sauvignon Blanc, 30% Semillon

CHARDONNAY

AROMA
Highly aromatic Chardonnay.

PALATE
Grown in the premium cool climate vineyards of Western Australia, demonstrates fullness and length on the palate allowing it to stand alone as a most refreshing and enjoyable wine.

GRAPE
100% Chardonnay.

CABERNET MERLOT

ABOUT
This WA benchmark blend of subtle flavours, finely seasoned with selected oak produce an irresistible structure and mouthfeel.

PALATE
Berry and mushroomy scents with touch of black cherries. Very pleasant flavours with distinctive taste, abundant yet not exaggerated. Excellent silky-smooth tannins.

GRAPE
60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 40% Merlot
AROMA
Fresh, fruity and exuberant.

PALATE
A soft and juicy expression of Malbec, this wine shows flavours of rich plums dark cherries with a hint of tobacco.

GRAPE
100% Malbec
ABOUT
The 2018 vintage at Capel Vale Winery was a tremendous vintage resulting in lower yields with exceptional quality fruit and high flavour concentration.

PALATE
This Margaret River Semillon Sauvignon Blanc shows a crisp balanced mid palate and distinctive herbaceous aroma.

GRAPE
60% Semillon, 40% Sauvignon Blanc

ABOUT
A great wine to drink on release. This wine will gain in complexity with cellaring up to 5 years.

PALATE
Floral, citrus, apple with lychee aromas lead into a complex but generous mid palate which finishes long and crisp.

GRAPE
100% Riesling

ABOUT
A cooler vintage with overcast conditions and above average rainfall throughout the Summer period. This produced lighter and delicate white wines from the Margaret River region.

PALATE
Aromas of ripe stonefruit and cashew characters. The aromas follow through to a long and complex palate with a creamy mouth feel.

GRAPE
100% Chardonnay
**SHIRAZ**
Mount Barker, WA

**ABOUT**
A delicious wine to drink young for its primary fruit characters. The wine will gain complexity and smoothness with cellaring 5 to 8 years.

**PALATE**

**GRAPE**
100% Shiraz

---

**CABERNET SAUVIGNON**
Margaret River, WA

**ABOUT**
A delicious wine to drink young for its primary fruit characters. The wine will gain complexity and smoothness with cellaring 5 to 8 years.

**PALATE**
Distinctive Margaret River regional Cabernet Sauvignon aromas, with rich dark fruit flavours. Soft fruit tannins on the finish.

**GRAPE**
100% Cabernet Sauvignon
ABOUT
A delicious wine to drink young for its primary fruit characters. The wine will gain complexity cellaring up to 5 years.

PALATE
Carefully barrel fermented, this outstanding Chardonnay spent a period of 9 months on 40% new French oak. This wine displays characters of lemon curd, white peach and passionfruit.

GRAPE
100% Chardonnay

CHARDONNAY
Margaret River, WA

ABOUT
Our much loved Black Label Series is back to express an exalted selection of our best vintages.

PALATE
This outstanding Cabernet Sauvignon from our Scholar Vineyard in Wilyabrup Margaret River displays distinctive regional characteristics. This wine drinks well on release but will reward those who choose to cellar it with increased smoothness and complexity.

GRAPE
100% Cabernet Sauvignon

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Margaret River, WA
ABOUT
Optimal drinking for fresh fruit driven characters is immediate and careful cellaring will reward with complex, developed characters.

PALATE
This aromatic style, made from very low yielding vines, shows the floral, citrus, flint and mineral characters that typify Mount Barker Riesling. The balanced elegant mid palate extends to a long crisp finish.

GRAPE
100% Riesling

---

ABOUT
A delicious wine to drink young for its primary fruit characters. The wine will gain complexity and smoothness with cellaring up to 8 years.

PALATE
This wine displays fleshy berry fruit aromas and flavours complemented by lifted pepper and spice characters typical of Mount Barker. Subtle and careful maturation in French oak barriques adds more layers of interest to the mid palate, followed by a generous long, soft finish.

GRAPE
100% Shiraz

---

ABOUT
The Single Vineyard wines represent the ultimate expression of varietal fruit flavour and winemaking excellence from Capel Vale. A delicious wine to drink young for its primary fruit characters. The wine will gain complexity and smoothness with cellaring up to 12 years.

PALATE
This full bodied varietal wine demonstrates unmistakable Margaret River Cabernet character aromas of mulberry, plum and chocolate with some secondary cassis overtones.

GRAPE
100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Located 300km south of Adelaide, the wine regions of Mt Benson and Robe are a new discovery and the wines are beginning to make serious waves in the Australian wine industry. They’re an elegant and unique alternative to those made from more well-known wine regions.

These wines have their own personality and natural balance, and pair fantastically with a wider range of foods yet can easily be enjoyed on their own. The wines are a new experience and who doesn’t love trying something new?
ABOUT Sauvignon Blanc as a grape variety is known throughout the world for its distinctive aromas, fresh flavours and crisp acidity, and we believe that the Berrigan Sauvignon Blanc is one of the best examples in Australia.

PALATE While the wine is still considered dry (3.1 g/L of residual sugar), a very small amount of residual sugar prevents a dry finish and makes this wine so much more enjoyable to drink. A balance between grassy herbaceous and tropical fruit and passionfruit flavours present extra level of interest and complexity to the wine, while improving the wine’s ability to match with a wider variety of foods and situations.

ABOUT Chardonnay grows well in a variety of climates, but only in the cooler wine regions of Australia does it find its grace.

PALATE The slow ripening of grapes experienced in the cool, seaside region of Mt Benson allows the elegant floral and stone fruit flavours to gently accumulate in harmony alongside the increasing sugar and phenolics in the grapes. The cool, summer days also slow the grape’s metabolism of organic acids, minimising the need to adjust the acidity in the final blend to achieve natural balance.

ABOUT This wine defies preconceptions of what Australian Merlot is, and has been. It’s a great example of Merlot when it’s made to be bright and fresh, and I chose to produce this wine style to show people how beautiful this grape variety can be when it’s grown in a cool climate and carefully made to be released early with minimal oak.

PALATE Deep colour with fine, delicate tannins and beautiful floral and red fruit flavours due to the long and cool, yet sunny ripening season. This particular Merlot is made from fruit sourced mainly from the slightly cooler region of Robe, with approx 30% from nearby Mt Benson, both of which share similar climates, soils and locations, however the differences in fruit flavours create an intriguing mix of flavours.
ABOUT
Supple and elegant with delicate nuances.

PALATE
Fruit and spice aromas, in particular blueberries, raspberries and cherry. A light to medium bodied wine with fresh, red fruit flavours and a hint of vanilla and toasted French oak. This fruity, yet gentle wine is complex and easy to drink, thanks to the soft tannins of this grape variety and the gentle handling that was applied during vinification and ageing.

---

ABOUT
The cool, maritime climate of Mt Benson is the major reason why our wines remain elegant & medium bodied as opposed to the big wines from warmer, more sun-drenched regions. Instead our red wines pick up a lot more spicey characters, vibrant fruit and subtle tannin profiles.

PALATE
This Shiraz is quite unlike the majority of Shiraz being made in Australia. It’s a wine that continues to surprise seasoned Shiraz lovers with beautiful flavours of violet, clove, and cracked pepper dominating, while fresh dark red fruits such as blueberries, cherries and plum shimmer alongside the creamy & precise French oak.

---

ABOUT
Plenty of varietal character with well developed, ripe tannins and beautiful deep colour.

PALATE
Complex and interesting with its blackberry, mint and vanilla oak flavour profile constantly developing in the glass, while the powdery tannins so typical of Cabernet Sauvignon give the wine a firmer structure and great length with an ability to age 10 yrs + in the cellar.
EM’S TABLE
Clare Valley, SA

Em’s table is where everyone meets for fabulous, homemade food and great conversation. Memories are created and celebrated around a table that symbolizes all the things life should consist of: good food, good wine and good company.
**RIESLING**
Clare Valley, SA

**COLOUR**
Light golden hue.

**ABOUT**
Produced from Organic Riesling (certified by NASAA) grown in the Clare Valley.

**PALATE**
A fragrant Riesling with orange blossom and lime notes, delicate yet elegant palate finishing with crisp clean natural acidity.

**CELLARING**
Sterile filtered and bottled early to retain it’s freshness. Winestate Gold Medal 2015

---

**SHIRAZ**
Clare Valley, SA

**COLOUR**
Ruby red.

**ABOUT**
Produced from Organic Shiraz (certified by NASAA) grown in the Clare Valley with the added bonus of no preservatives for those who are sensitive to sulphites.

**PALATE**
Ripe blackberry and plum fruit characters with hints of vanillin oak. Medium bodied in style with fine tannin structure on the finish and round, soft mouthfilling texture and flavour.
Established in 1981, Haselgrove is surrounded by over 10 hectares of Shiraz, Cabernet Sauvignon and Mataro vines – with the Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon vines dating back more than 60 years. We also work with a group of dedicated McLaren Vale and Adelaide Hills growers. Although renowned for producing rich and robust award winning reds from McLaren Vale, our whites are also making ripples with wine writers and on the wine show circuit.
**CHARDONNAY**  
*Adelaide Hills, SA*

**AROMA**  
Stone fruit with some honey and hazelnut on the nose.

**PALATE**  
A creamy palate showing white peach with a crisp appley finish.

**COLOUR**  
Vibrant pale straw with a youthful green tinge.

---

**SAUVIGNON BLANC**  
*Adelaide Hills, SA*

**AROMA**  
The nose displays lifted notes of mango and feijoa with supporting fresh mint, cut grass and green capsicum.

**PALATE**  
The palate is delicate and fresh with bright passionfruit and tropical fruit flavours, balanced perfectly by refreshing acidity.

**COLOUR**  
Very pale straw with luminous hints of green, brilliant clarity.
AROMA
Lifted blackberry and blueberry aromas with nuances of mocha chocolate and subtle oak complexity.

PALATE
Soft, round and rich with generous blackcurrent, cinnamon and cherry flavours with a lingering finish. A velvety tannin structure complemented by subtle nutty oak gives length and structure to the wine.

COLOUR
Ruby red with a purple hue.

SHIRAZ
McLaren Vale, SA

AROMA
Ripe plums, blackberry and Black Forrest Cake, hints of raspberry and cinnamon spice.

PALATE
Youthful and intense, the palate displays generous ripe plums and dark berries with a soft rounded palate, balanced gentle acidity, smooth tannins with a subtle savoury oak finish. An intense and well-balanced young wine.

COLOUR
Deep plum with purple hues and brilliant clarity.

CABERNET MERLOT
Adelaide Hills, SA
**AROMA**
Lifted, bright and fresh aromatics of cassis and cranberry with developing tones of bramble, dried tobacco leaf and hints of menthol and subtle cedar oak.

**PALATE**
The palate demonstrates all the hallmarks of great Cabernet. Mid weight yet structured, bright fruit with balancing acidity and a fine line of tannin creating a long dry finish, ideal for food.

**AROMA**
Bright and intensely aromatic, the nose sings of the vintage and variety. Fresh cut herbs and red berry fruits with subtle spice and complimentary cherry oak.

**PALATE**
Fresh fruited with excellently balanced acidity and finely structured. This is a wine that will grow in stature as it ages.
FIANO
McLaren Vale, SA

COLOUR
Pleasingly pale yellow.

AROMA
Bright and lifted aromas of lemon zest, white florals and hints of sea spray.

PALATE
Zesty and refreshing with delicate flavours of citrus and lychee, the palate has a lovey texture with great drive and a moreish finish.

ROSE GRENACHE
McLaren Vale, SA

COLOUR
Beautiful pale pink blush.

AROMA
Lifted bright fresh fruit notes, white mulberry, red grapefruit zest and delicate early picked strawberries with a hint of rose water.

PALATE
The palate demonstrates all of the hallmarks of what one of McLaren Vale’s champion varieties can do as a Rose. Strawberries and cream, Turkish delight and bright red berries balance with a bone dry, crisp, moorish acidity and a textural citrus pith finish. We challenge you to stop at only one glass!
COLOUR
Ruby red with a garnet hue.

AROMA
Fresh and lifted, displaying pomegranate and cranberry, with hints of wild herb and savoury spice.

PALATE
Bright red fruits abound; sour cherry, red currant and wild strawberry. Medium bodied with youthful tannins and tight natural acidity. The perfect combination of new world vigour and old world charm.

COLOUR
Deep and dense purple with dark ruby edges.

AROMA
Youthful, perfumed summer berries leap from the glass. Fresh blackberry and blueberry are complimented by hints of bay leaf and star anise.

PALATE
Juicy and ripe dark red fruits abound. Black cherry, deep plum and mulberry meld effortlessly with crisp tannins and vibrant acidity. Don’t be afraid to chill me in summer.
“STAFF” CHARDONNAY
Adelaide Hills, SA

AROMA
Lifted aromas of honeydew and citrus, with nuances of cashew and toasty oak.

PALATE
Palate is full bodied with fresh lemon zest and melon flavours. The wine is beautifully balanced with a creamy texture and a refreshing acid line.

“PROTECTOR” CABERNET SAUVIGNON
McLaren Vale, SA

AROMA
Lifted generous nose displaying blackcurrant, mulberry, blueberry with hints of dried herbs, underlying spice with a delicate hint of sour cherry.

PALATE
Full bodied with a velvety silk lined balance, dark fruits dominate the palate with subtle nuances of blueberry and raspberry reduction. Integrated oak spice and tannin give rise to a round finish with hints of chocolate, mint and tobacco.
AROMA
Deep, dark and brooding, the nose is a true reflection of the three varieties in this blend. Grenache provides darker, savoury, earthy characters. Shiraz typical red berry and plum, and the Mourvèdre spice and black pepper.

PALATE
All of the hall marks of this world famous blend are soft and unctuous with a juicy mouthfeel, full bodied and packed with flavours of red berry and spice. Fine tannins lead to a dry and long finish perfect for food.

AROMA
Deep and vibrant in the glass, the nose shows intense lift with characters of summer berries, fresh woody herbs with integrated spicy French oak.

PALATE
Medium to full bodied the wine dances seamlessly across the palate. Plum and juicy blackberry flavours are delightfully balanced by a fine structure and natural acidity. Spicy oak adds complexity and a framework of tannin leading to a long dry finish.
The Hahn’s are as Barossa blue blood as you can get; almost national treasures. Maria and Johann Christian Hahn arrived in the Barossa Valley in 1845.

Like all the early Barossa settlers they were of Silesian-German descent. Early settlers also staked out the best of the valleys farm land. Remarkably this land holding is still in Hahn family hands, six generations on. The history does not stop there as the current custodians, Jacqui and James Hahn still live in the original homestead constructed from 1846 to 1848. The partnership of Rolf Binder/Veritas wines and the Hahn family is to recognize the heritage status of this family, the ancient vines and their unique part of the Barossa Valley’s history.
AROMA
A rich deep purple colour suggests the wine will be full bodied and vibrant. This is matched with enticing aromas of sweet black currants, blackberry, cake spice and a hint of chocolate. As the wine opens, a waft of perfume reminiscent of black berry fruits, nutmeg and cassis, with a background hint of sweet oak fills the nose.

PALATE
The palate is ripe and concentrated with a wall of very fine drying tannins. The varietal black berry fruits fill the mouth evenly, with hints of subtle herb, notes of clove and tomato leaf, adding interest and complexity. The long persistence of flavour on the finish is supported by the subtle tannins and a fine line of acid.

CELLARING
An impressive wine for now, or drink over the next 4 to 6 years.

AROMA
A full-bodied, full flavoured classic is the promise behind the very deep brick red colour. Notes of tea leaf, cedar, sweet berries, spice, chocolate and cigar box aromas which are all repeated on the palate. Ripe black forest fruits and spice are balanced by rounded tannins and seamless structure.

PALATE
The palate reflects the nose with flavours of cedar, stewed fruit and cigar box. Fine drying tannins. A pleasant lingering finish of cedar, cigar box and stewed fruit with hints of aromatic restrained oak coming through. A fresh vibrant palate of good depth but fresh intensity and layers of fruit.

CELLARING
An impressive wine for now, or drink over the next 4 to 6 years.

AROMA
The Merlot is a rich deep purple colour, indicative of the variety. The nose displays welcoming hints of stewed plums, perfumed violets, cinnamon and cassis. Further investigation is rewarded with a smooth mouth filling juice of blackcurrants, sweet spice, nutmeg and cassis.

PALATE
The palate is ripe with sweet concentrated fruit and soft velvety tannins. The varietal stewed plums and blackcurrant fill the mouth evenly, with hints of spice such as clove and cinnamon, adding interest and complexity. The long persistence of flavour on the finish is supported by the velvety tannins and a fine line of drying acid, giving texture to the palate.

CELLARING
An impressive wine for now, or drink over the next 4 to 6 years.
ESTATE AROMA
This opaque dark red, almost black colour wine shares the glass with deep red lights. The nose contains lifted aromas of vanilla, mocha, dark chocolate and licorice allsorts.

PALATE
The medium bodied palate is rich and full with matching flavours of dark chocolate, mocha, licorice and vanilla, refreshing acid and velvety smooth tannins. Good depth with a long finish of mocha, licorice allsorts and vanilla. It is complex and intense without being overbearing.

CELLARING
Drinking now, it should remain fresh and vibrant to the year 2018.

AROMA
Intense deep red. Aromas of deep rich mocha, toffee and chocolate are combined with defined but not domineering oak character.

PALATE
Extremely rich and velvety, with tight round complex flavours of herbs, cloves and deep pure silky Shiraz fruit. The tannins are veneered, smooth and soft with lingering persistence. Harvested from the Riedl Estate in the Barossa subregion of Vine Vale, from vines planted in the 1890’s. Low yielding and packed with intense flavour, fermented as a small batch to maximise these rare grapes.

CELLARING
Launched in 1999 as a shared desire to showcase the family’s legacy of grape growing from a wonderful collection of Barossa Old Vine Vineyards held in the family for generations. Peak drinking 2019-2029.
The Frewer family established Jones Road vineyard in 1997 at Somerville on the Mornington Peninsula overlooking Westernport Bay. The maritime climate of this region produces some of Australia’s best cool climate wines because of the late ripening, the fertile soil and careful vineyard management.

Since those early days we have secured lease on 2 other vineyards here on the Peninsula. One on the Port Phillip side, close to the water and the other at Balnarring near the Westernport Bay. This has increased our vineyards to 60 acres. With these extra parcels of fruit it gives the winemakers an opportunity to blend from the different sites, mixing different terroirs.
‘JUNIOR JONES’
PINOT NOIR
Mornington Peninsula, VIC

COLOUR
Light cherry.

AROMA
Aroma of ripe wild red and dark cherries, toasted spices and forest berries – really youthful, fresh and concentrated.

PALATE
The palate is smooth and supple with plenty of flesh, velvety tannins and long dark cherry flavour.

CELLARING
To be enjoyed now and can be cellared for 5 to 8 years.

SYRAH
Mornington Peninsula, VIC

COLOUR
Deeply coloured.

AROMA
A range of ripe dark berry and plum fruits with plenty of cool-climate pepper and spice.

PALATE
Dark fruit notes. Tannins are fine and the finish is juicy, fresh and well balanced.

CELLARING
It is approachable to drink now and will build further spice and savoury complexity if cellered for up to ten years.
COLOUR
Light straw.

AROMA
The Jones Road Chardonnay shows concentrated cool-climate Chardonnay characters of grapefruit, peach and nectarine fruits.

PALATE
Smooth complex texture and effortless balance.

CELLARING
To be enjoyed now and can be cellared for 5 to 8 years.

---

CHARDONNAY  
Mornington Peninsula, VIC

COLOUR
Light pear.

AROMA
A rich and complex pinot gris with some savoury wild yeast and French oak complexity – a nose of citrus, spiced pear and apple fruits with freshly baked spiced bread and honeysuckle.

PALATE
The palate has a delicious core of concentrated pear and apple flavour in the middle palate, more spicy complexity here too, finishing soft, clean and fresh.

CELLARING
To be enjoyed now and can be cellared for up to 5 years.

---

PINOT NOIR  
Mornington Peninsula, VIC

COLOUR
Dark Morello cherry.

AROMA
Very intense and precise pinot here with violet-like florals, raspberry, a savoury graphite-like mineral edge and a pure red cherry fruit flavour.

PALATE
The balance is perfect and the wine delivers plenty of value for this reserve single vineyard barrel selected wine.

CELLARING
To be enjoyed now and can be cellared for 10 + years.

---

PINOT GRIS  
Mornington Peninsula, VIC

COLOUR
Light pear.

AROMA
A rich and complex pinot gris with some savoury wild yeast and French oak complexity – a nose of citrus, spiced pear and apple fruits with freshly baked spiced bread and honeysuckle.

PALATE
The palate has a delicious core of concentrated pear and apple flavour in the middle palate, more spicy complexity here too, finishing soft, clean and fresh.

CELLARING
To be enjoyed now and can be cellared for up to 5 years.
**CHARDONNAY**  
*Mornington Peninsula, VIC*

**AROMA**  
This top-tier Chardonnay is precise, intense and rippling with concentration and nerve. Fresh-cut new French oak offers aromas of grilled hazelnuts, vanillin and spice with nougat and ripe pears, grapefruit citrus and florals – very complex.

**PALATE**  
The palate has fine-etched acidity and savoury nutty barrel-fermentation flavours. A piercing and linear wine with restrained grapefruit flavour, finishing crisp and mouth-wateringly fresh.

**CELLARING**  
To be enjoyed now and can be cellared for 5 + years.

**PINOT NOIR**  
*Mornington Peninsula, VIC*

**COLOUR**  
Dark Morello cherry.

**AROMA**  
Plenty of fine pinot character and complexity with spicy forest berry, red cherry, cocoa powder and a handsome layer of fine-grained savoury French oak woven throughout.

**PALATE**  
The palate is supple, lithe and even with layered tannins holding crunchy red cherry flavour in elegant, gently curved shape. Terrific balance and resolve – cherry stone finish.

**CELLARING**  
To be enjoyed now and can be cellared for 10 + years.
Smidge Wines is the private label of one of Australia’s most exciting wine making talents, Matt Wenk. While he is best known for his role as Chief Winemaker at the highly acclaimed Two Hands stable, Smidge Wines continue to show Matt’s talent for finding outstanding vineyards that consistently deliver remarkable fruit, and transforming them to unique, small volume, world class wines.
AROMA
In the glass the 2014 Sauvignon Blanc is a very pale straw colour with a slight green hue. The nose has soft kiwi fruit, citrus and subtle melon notes with a fresh mineral and grassy edge.

PALATE
The palate is restrained with fine melon and citrus fruit with an underlying straw like note finishing with a herbal edge and mouth watering acidity. The barrel ferment component adds subtle texture and length without an apparent oak note.

CELLARING
Smidge recommends drinking this wine to 2017, with freshly shucked oysters.

AROMA
In the glass the 2013 McLaren Vale Cabernet has a dark core with a lovely red rim. The nose immediately gives blackcurrants, sour cherries, subtle chocolate, ash, leafy tobacco and even a hint of violets.

PALATE
On the palate the wine is soft and generous, with dark fruit on entry and chocolate, blackcurrant and violets flowing through. The palate is long and balanced with fine juicy tannins.

CELLARING
Smidge recommends drinking this wine within the next 7 – 8 years.

AROMA
In the glass the 2013 McLaren Vale Houdini Shiraz is black to the core. The nose evolves with lots of dark fruit, chocolate and mocha, developing fresh charcuterie and some hints of attractive French oak and spice.

PALATE
The palate is dense and juicy supported by subtle French oak, mocha and fine focused tannins.

CELLARING
Smidge recommends drinking this wine now and until 2025.
**AROMA**
As soon as this wine is poured the colour is black to the core with a magenta rim. The aromas are deep, with dark cherries and chocolate, rich blackcurrants, subtle ash, licorice and a hint of spice and tobacco.

**PALATE**
The palate continues the dark cherries and chocolate with a dense juiciness and ripe tannins delivering a long and structured finish.

**CELLARING**
Drink now and until 2025 with careful cellaring.

---

**AROMA**
Upon pouring, the 2012 Adamo is black to the core with a magenta rim. Aromas of blackberry and dark cherry jump from the glass with subtle violets, chocolate and spice.

**PALATE**
First up on the palate there is plenty of dark fruit and spice with a vein of delicious chocolate. The wine is soft and tight with a wonderful balance of acidity and fine tannins giving the palate great length and complexity.

**CELLARING**
This wine can be drunk now or with careful cellaring can be enjoyed until 2030.

---

**AROMA**
Light yellow in colour, the aromas encompass straw, lemon and almond meal.

**PALATE**
The palate is delicate and dry, with some lees-derived notes. It has texture thanks to well-judged phenolics, but retains softness. A fiano with individuality, drinkability and balance. The finish is appetisingly clean and dry. (Screwcap).

“It’s high on both personality and flavour. Indeed it’s a ripper white wine. It tastes of tropical fruit, crystallised citrus and custard powder, and has honeysuckle notes laid on too. So much is going on, and it then seals the deal on the finish.”

95/100 Campbell Mattinson, Halliday Australian Wine Companion 2020
AROMA
2012 on the whole was relatively dry and mild in McLaren Vale with some well-timed rain events resulting in what will be considered a very solid vintage. In the glass the 2012 Ging has a black core with a deep red / magenta rim. The aromas are complex and evolving, with lifted fresh notes of mocha, vanilla and dark chocolate supported by attractive plums, spice, chary cedar, anise and grilled meats.

PALATE
On the palate this wine is full of juicy soft plums, which run through the palate, mocha, graphite, cedar and spice and finishes long and balanced with fine tannins and subtle meaty tones.

CELLARING
Drink now until 2030 with careful cellaring.

PALATE
Such a gorgeous wine. Fragrant, full of succulent red/black berried fruit, tightened by fine-grained tannin and yet the flavours continue to roam freely through the finish. It’s medium-weight at most and it has a gentle tanginess, but it feels confident and complete every step of the way.

The White Label all carry their own names to show true varietal character and which reflect the region of origin. They reveal complexity, flavour and structure - big and bold but with a level of restraint that is the mark of excellent winemaking.

95/100 Campbell Mattinson, Halliday Australian Wine Companion 2020
AROMA
In the glass the 2010 “S” has a black core with a deep red rim. There are elegant aromas of red black fruits, and spicy earthy notes with a hint of grilled meats, graphite and controlled oak.

PALATE
On the palate the fruit continues with rich plums, and blueberries and delicate spice and chocolate which all roll on to a juicy palate with fine tannins that go on ... and on.

CELLARING
Smidge recommends drinking this wine between 2014 and 2030.

AROMA
In the glass this Rutherglen Grand Muscat is deep walnut in colour with some subtle red to amber hues and a hint of olive in the rim. The aroma’s start with deep raisins, fruit cake and subtle fresh rancio notes all balanced with a sweet spirit.

PALATE
The palate is soft, nutty and sweet. The spirit is fine, and beautiful rancio notes meld with the volume of sweetness, all the while being refined with vibrant yet soft acid, resulting in a balanced classical style.

CELLARING
Smidge recommends drinking this wine between 2014 to 2030.

COLOUR
Deep red core with a magenta rim.

BOUQUET
The nose is complex with aromas of raspberries, plums, fresh charcuterie, spice and subtle herbs.

PALATE
The palate explodes with vibrant red fruits and fresh mouth watering acidity, followed up with subtle charcuterie, cedary spice and fine tannins. This is a limited release with only 100 dozen made. Drink now or until 2030 if well cellared.
WAYVILLE
South Australia

The Art of Fine Wine
Situated right in the heart of South Australia’s premier wine region is Wayville Estate.
These classic wines are ideal as house wines for restaurants and for everyday drinking.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SEMILLON SAUVIGNON BLANC</strong></th>
<th><strong>CABERNET MERLOT</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLOUR</strong></td>
<td><strong>COLOUR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium straw.</td>
<td>Light red with vibrant purple hues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AROMA</strong></td>
<td><strong>AROMA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet melon and citrus fruit.</td>
<td>Fresh berry aromas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PALATE</strong></td>
<td><strong>PALATE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light bodied, fruit driven with flavours of peach and lemon. Lively acidity that gives this wine a long and refreshing finish.</td>
<td>Cabernet Sauvignon provides the palate weight whilst the Merlot adds complexity to the wine and softens the palate superbly. Light bodied with a long and refreshing finish.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Information provided in this brochure has been provided directly by the wineries and/or associated organisations. This information may be subject to change without notice. Global Food & Wine does not guarantee the accuracy of the information or vintage displayed. It is Global Food & Wine’s understanding that at the time of Print/PDF creation all information was true and correct.